Biomedical Engineering is a field calling for integrative ways of learning, researching and innovating. In this talk, I will walk you through some of the roads we have taken in our research pursuits, in hope to stimulate you to reevaluate the ways you learn, think, imagine, and innovate. I will begin with the development and evaluation of carbon fiber reinforced polyetheretherketone (PEEK) composites for orthopedic application and the development of a nanopore technology. I will also discuss our latest efforts in gaining the engineering insights into bone regeneration, and in working with piezoelectric materials as surface acoustic devices for sensing and mechano-excitation application. Throughout the presentation, I will also highlight what I mean by integrative explorations and show you not only what we did, but also the guiding logic of thinking. I will discuss the difference in learning that and learning how, the logic of reductive and abductive thinking, and more importantly, what you could do to cultivate your imaginative ability and enhance your human capitals.
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